100,000 Hunters Pledge to Protect Traditional American Values,
Hunting Rights This November
Hunt The Vote Builds Grassroots Army to Protect Hunting Way of Life
Madison, Wisconsin (August 21, 2020) - Today, Hunt The Vote, a project of Hunter Nation
Foundation dedicated to giving hunters a voice and a vote, announced over 100,000
hunters have officially pledged to protect traditional American values and the right to hunt
by voting this November.
Less than half of America’s nearly 15 million licensed hunters vote but Hunt The Vote’s
mission is to change just that. Through education and engagement, Hunt The Vote is
building a grassroots army of hunters ready to make their voice heard.
“Hunters can’t sit on the sidelines or disappear to the woods when our lifestyle, our passion
and our heritage is in jeopardy,” said Luke Hilgemann, President of Hunter Nation
Foundation. “Hunt The Vote has united over 100,000 hunters and we’re just getting started.
They will show up, they will speak out and they will vote their values this November.”
Additionally, as the nation continues to grapple with the impact of COVID-19, Hunt the Vote
recently announced a hunters stimulus package, giving hunters the opportunity to win a
LaRue Tactical Rifle 22 Inch PredatOBR 6.5 Creedmoor* weekly through the end of October.
Additional gear giveaways will be announced throughout the Hunt the Vote project and will
include hunting and outdoor gear from scopes and rangefinders to box blinds and camo
suits.
America has lost more than 2 million hunters in the last five years. Hunter Nation
Foundation is dedicated to educating about the importance of passing down the hunting
tradition to the next generation. Hunters can pledge to vote here and learn more about
state voter registration here.
**a LaRue Tactical Siete Bolt-Action rifle will be available for winners that live in states with
restrictions. Official rules and regulations are listed here.
About Hunter Nation Foundation
Hunter Nation Foundation is a nonprofit organization dedicated to preserving and
protecting America’s hunting heritage. Committed to God, Family, Country and the Outdoor
Lifestyle, Hunter Nation Foundation educates and engages hunters to ensure the right to
hunt is passed down to the next generation.
About Hunt the Vote

A project of Hunter Nation Foundation, Hunt the Vote is dedicated to giving hunters a voice
and a vote through voter registration and mobilization. Learn more at HuntTheVote.org and
follow us on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.

